Contribution of skin thermal sensitivities of large body areas to sweating response.
The thermal sensitivity of different parts of the body was investigated by heating large areas of the body surface while the mean skin temperature calculated from Hardy and DuBois ' formula (1938) was always kept constant. The right arm sweating responses recorded under a local thermal clamp were related to changes in segmental skin temperatures of the different parts of the body. The results show that: 1) the various local peripheral signals are projected into integrating structures in the central nervous system; 2) the thermal sensitivity is greater for the head-and-trunk area in comparison with other parts of the body. For resting nude subjects, the formula of Hardy and DuBois remains a pertinent way for evaluating the role of skin thermal signals in the central drive for sweating. The peripheral contribution to the central sweating drive depends only on the skin temperature change and on the size of the stimulated area.